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Abstract – We analyze functional-structural tree models (FMSs) that are an outgrowth of developments in process-based models
(PBMs) on the one hand, and morphological models on the other. Existing morphological and functional-structural models are briefly
reviewed. We introduce the idealized elementary unit (IEU) that can be used as the basic component of a FSM, and pinpoint the
processes that have to be accounted for. The distribution of metabolites and growth is identified as one of the main focal points to be
investigated in conjunction with FSMs, and the different approaches that can be applied in constructing the model component for this
process are presented. Finally, we analyze the computational requirements of FSMs, discuss the challenges they pose, and assess their
applicability in a number of different tasks.
functional-structural model / process-based model / morphological model / tree structure / L-system
Résumé – Les composants des modèles fonctionnels et structuraux des arbres. Cet article a pour objet de faire une synthèse des
approches réalisées dans le cadre de la modélisation fonctionnelle et structurale des arbres (FSM). Ces modèles résultent du couplage
entre la modélisation du fonctionnement écophysiologique d’arbres, d’une part, et la modélisation des processus morphologiques,
d’autre part. Après une brève présentation des approches existantes, nous introduisons la notion « d’unité élémentaire idéale » (IEU)
qui peut être considérée comme la composante fondamentale des FSM au regard de la souplesse qu’elle confère dans l’articulation des
processus. La distribution des métabolites et la croissance sont ensuite abordées comme étant les processus à résoudre de façon prioritaire dans le développement des FSM, et les différentes approches pouvant être mises à contribution dans la construction de ces
modèles sont discutées. Enfin nous analysons les besoins en programmation des FSM, discutons des avancées nécessaires et évaluons
leur adéquation à la résolution d’objectifs divers.
modèle fonctionnel-structural / modèle de fonctionnement / modèle morphologique / structure des arbres / L-system

1. INTRODUCTION
Process-based models (PBMs) are tools for analyzing
tree and forest stand performance and growth [50, 51].
They emulate physiological processes and give a detailed

account of metabolism and plant growth in terms of mass
variables. Growth is normally derived from the carbon
balance (based on photosynthesis, respiration and
resource allocation) and the factors and processes which
affect it (nutrient cycling, seasonality, possibly
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transpiration and water relations). A typical application of
a PBM might be the prediction of the possible effects of
climate changes, and change in the chemical composition
of the atmosphere, on future forest growth [e.g. 27, 65].
These models are suitable for this purpose because
growth in the models is the result of processes that are
likely to be affected by such factors.
The architectural structure of trees has usually been
described in the PBMs in a less detailed manner. A typical case might be one in which the dimensions of the
trunk and branches are presented using a limited number
of variables and foliage is taken into account by the biomass. However, it has become evident that the 3D structure of the tree strongly affects the processes included in
the PBMs. The 3D-crown structure affects the distribution of carbohydrates between productive and non-productive tissues [30, 69], the light interception properties
of trees, and the gas-exchange properties of the foliage
[51]. Furthermore, these processes provide the feedback
that influences the growth of individual shoots.
In the geometric models of the structural dynamics of
plants, “the spatial position and orientation of each structural component is tracked. This allows the simulation of
position-specific interactions such as collisions between
branches, interception of light by leaves and bending of
branches due to gravity. Geometric models also provide
the information necessary for realistic images of virtual
plants to be produced…” as stated by Room et al. [87].
The geometric – also called morphological – models have
utilized L-systems [80] or other mathematical means (e.g.
[41]) to present a tree as a collection of modules, which is
evolved by the application of basic morphological rules.
Many studies on tree structure have emphasized the modularity of trees, i.e. how the trees – and other vascular
plants – are composed of a number of repetitive units or
modules [reviewed in 16 and 87]. As such, the morphological models have been constructed directly on the
basis of research carried out on the regularities and structural units of plant architecture [41].
The combination of PBMs and morphological models
(as suggested by Kurth [48]) can be seen as a new development. Models which have features characteristic of
PBMs and morphological models, that treat plants as
assemblage of elementary units or modules, have
emerged. This kind of model can be called functionalstructural model1 (FSM). They bridge the gap between
PBMs and tree architecture models by depicting the true
3D presentation of plants for use in analyzing plant
behavior. The FSMs open up new possibilities to investi-
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They have also been called virtual plants [35].

gate phenomena that could not be studied with previous
generations of plant models. Since the FSMs contain an
explicit description of the plants, they are especially well
suited for studying questions related to the structural
dynamics of plants and plant-environment interactions in
heterogeneous environments. Detailed description of the
plant architecture facilitates accurate estimation of actual
resource uptake and, most of all, it facilitates the estimation of the limits on organ growth set by resource uptake
and tree-like growth habit. However, due to the detailed
description of the plant structure and, consequently, of
the local environment of each organ, the model is computationally heavy.
In this paper we analyze the FSMs and their components but do not attempt to review each facet of these
models. Instead we discuss some topics associated with
the construction of FSMs, primarily modeling the distribution of growth. Finally we discuss computational aspects
and the challenges posed for FSMs. Owing to our background in tree research, we mainly focus on tree models.
We are aware that the majority of the points we made
about tree models could also be made about plant models
in general.

2. FUNCTIONAL-STRUCTURAL MODELS
(FSMS)

2.1. Two approaches to a FSM
The FSMs contain descriptions of metabolic (physiological) processes that are combined in the presentation
of the 3D structure of the tree. The architectural structure
of the model tree is presented on the basis of a small number of elementary units. We use the notion of elementary
unit, but the names basic unit, module, basic element, or
structural unit have also been used. The structural dynamics of the tree are based on the proliferation and growth of
the elementary units, and is affected by the metabolic
processes (figure 1).
The construction of the FSMs varies from case to case,
but it would appear that there are roughly two ways of
ending up with a FSM: to start from a geometric model of
structural dynamics and add the physiological details to
it, or to start from a PBM and increase the structural
detail. Both groups of models are shortly reviewed in the
following sections. The root models are reviewed separately. More comprehensive accounts of existing models
can be found elsewhere [e.g. 25 and 87].
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can produce very realistic plant images. The system uses
a mathematical description of the development of plant
morphology [41, 83]. The growth rules are analyzed from
measurements of plant structure. A plant modeling system AMAPmod [31] has been developed for this purpose,
and it permits a wide range of analyses to be made on
plant structure. The mathematical growth engine
AMAPpara that incorporates physiological processes
(photosynthesis, transpiration) and their effect on growth
and its distribution has recently been developed [84, 85].
It is flexible and realistically describes plant morphology
and can be used to study e.g. the hydraulic resistance of
the transport path, photosynthetic production and the carbon limitation of growth.
2.1.2 Models utilizing process-based relationships
Figure 1. Schematic presentation of the structure of a FSM. The
plant (only above-ground parts) consists of the elementary units
segment, leaf and bud. The processes (effect of environmental
factors, exchange of matter with the environment, and transport
and conversion activities) that determine the growth rate of dryweight are indicated on the left. In one growth cycle new units
are added (the buds flush), the number and size being determined on the basis of the outcome of growth processes, on the
right. The growth of individual elements may be modeled as a
continuous process (the size changes continuously) or as a discrete process in which the size of the units changes in accordance with the growth cycle.

2.1.1 Morphological models
There are a number of mathematical methods for
describing structural dynamics in 3D space. The L-systems [47, 80] are obviously the most well known and
widely used method. It is fairly straightforward to generate 3D plants using L-systems, and several examples of
simulations and realistic visualization of plants exist [47,
80, 81]. However, the L-system formalism as originally
introduced is not flexible enough to handle different tree
architectures or the tree-environment interaction [47].
Consequently, extensions of L-system formalism have
been introduced [49, 61, 80, 81], e.g. context sensitive Lsystems, parametric L-systems, or open L-systems. They
permit the introduction of interactions between the elementary units and modeling interactions with the environment. In this way, the advanced L-systems make it
possible to build FSMs. Plant modeling systems are available that are based on advanced versions of L-systems,
e.g. GROGRA [47] and Vlab [62]. The Botanical Plant
Modeling System [52] uses a parametric L-system framework for the modeling and measurement of plant
structure.
The modeling group AMAP at CIRAD in France has
created a plant modeling and visualization system that

The models utilizing process-based relationships
define the PBMs for a detailed 3D structural resolution
and thus apply the approach of figure 1 in a specific form.
These models usually use ad hoc mathematical formalisms to present a 3D tree that consists of elementary
units.
Kellomäki and Strandman [45] related shoot growth
and the production of new shoots in Scots pine to the light
climate of the parent shoot. The other parts of the tree
(older shoots) increase their diameter in order to maintain
biomechanical stability of the tree. This model thus
allows investigations on e.g. the effects of radiation and
branching habit on the growth dynamics of Scots pine
crowns.
Takenaka [100] is also using the local light climate as
the controlling factor of shoot (Takenaka’s term: branch
unit) production. Branching geometry is fixed. This
model was not fixed to any specific tree species but it is
generic. Takenaka studied the effect of different patterns
of growth allocation between daughter shoots and the
effect of the competition from neighboring trees on the
structural dynamics of the tree crown.
The model LIGNUM [78, 79, 96] combines a PBM
with a detailed description of the tree crown. The photosynthetic production of tree parts depends on their local
light climate. Respiration and consumption by roots is
considered in the carbon economy. The carbon for growth
is partitioned using the pipe model theory (cf. 3.2.9) and
empirical relationships. Branching takes place on the
basis of simple rules. The model has been applied to
Scots pine and used to investigate the effect of different
physiological traits and branching habits on tree growth.
The model MADEIRA [46] simulates the radiation
absorption and carbon gain of a tree using a PBM
approach. After subtracting maintenance requirements,
the distribution of assimilates available for growth are
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divided between the parent and daughter branch units and
other tree parts according to the measured relationships.
The branching pattern is not fixed, but several tree
species can be simulated by applying various plant
growth forms.
The models ECOPHYS [82] and SIMWAL [21] incorporate a very detailed PBM into a 3D structural description. They simulate the structural dynamics of poplar and
walnut trees, respectively, at a fine temporal resolution
(time step is a fraction of day). They also apply a detailed
submodel for the distribution of assimilates. These models
are therefore able to simulate the effects of physiology on
tree growth on a fine scale. So far, the computationally
heavy ECOPHYS model has been applied to seedlings and
saplings of Populus spp and SIMWAL to walnut trees.
Breckling [10] has developed an object oriented
approach [cf. 88] to FSMs in a generic plant model. This
model presents each plant organ with its own object
(instance of a class), which then captures environmental
resources, runs metabolic functions and exchanges substances with other objects. This approach is applied both
above and below-ground. The environment of the model
plant is realized using discretization of the 3D space
(voxel space approach). So far, the model has been
applied to seedlings [23] and root systems [63].
2.1.3 Root models
Since the pioneering work of Lungley [54], who developed a numerical 2D model to simulate the growth of a
root system, the modeling of 3D-root architecture has
been a subject of a particular attention during the last
decade. Different types of model dedicated to a number
of species have been developed using explicit approaches
[17, 19, 26, 73, and 75], or by utilizing the fractal properties of root systems [9, 67, 74, 92]. Recent research
results allow us to consider the influence of a variety of
environmental factors in the soil on root growth and
development, e.g. soil moisture, temperature and aeration
[42]. The model of Clausnitzer and Hopmans [17] was
the first that allowed the simulation of 3D plant root
activity as controlled by the physical conditions in the
soil environment and water uptake. More recently, Me7lch
and Prusinkiewicz [61] proposed a virtual model of root
development by linking a simplified version of the previous approach in environment modeling with a root model
built with open L-systems. The models of Nielsen et al.
[68] (SimRoot) and Clausnitzer and Hopmans [17] are
the only ones taking into account related root architecture
and carbon allocation. In fact, SimRoot attempts to study
the influence of the root architecture on the carbon investment, and not the influence of the carbon availability on
root development.

3. MODELING THE STRUCTURE
AND FUNCTION IN FSMS
In this chapter we examine how both functional and
structural aspects of tree development can be modeled in
terms of an elementary unit. The functional aspects of
tree development are the capture of resources and the distribution of growth (in terms of mass). We analyze the
distribution of growth in greater length. The reason for
this is that there is a considerable amount of literature and
models concerning resource capture [20, 50, 51, 105] and
the structural development of trees (e.g. [32, 34, 47, and
80]). We feel, however, that the distribution of growth is
a central – and maybe a less well studied – component of
the FSMs.
3.1 An elementary unit and its processes
The description of the architectural structure in a FSM
is, in principle, straightforward. The tree is simply a collection of elementary units. The way in which several elementary units form larger structures (branches etc.) has
been treated from the theoretical point of view in a number of papers [31–33, 88, and 80]. An idealized elementary unit (IEU) that allows for the description of both the
3D structure and metabolic processes is the most useful
one for a FSM. A successful IEU should permit simplification and aggregation of the real biological processes
and tree structure for the purposes of modeling. It should
thus make it possible to grasp the essential phenomena
and to neglect the unimportant ones. The properties of an
IEU that would be appropriate for a FSM are the following at least:
1. The IEU is morphologically repeated in a tree; in an
ideal case only an above-ground and a below-ground
IEU should be needed for describing the tree structure;
2. The functioning of an IEU depends on responses to the
local environment and its neighboring IEUs; metabolic processes can be modeled as local assimilation and
conversion processes, or as material exchange between
the neighboring units or the unit and its local environment. The physiological aging of an elementary unit
causes structural changes in it, which result in gradual
changes in the whole tree structure;
3. Adjacent IEUs form a continuous transport medium
for water and solutes in which the transport properties
of each unit depend on their structure and physiological stage. The transport properties of the tree are an
integral result of the properties of all IEUs;
4. The IEU should be small enough to allow its micro
environment to be treated as spatially homogeneous,
but it should be large enough to ensure that the number
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of units does not become prohibitively large when simulating big trees.
Analyses of plant architecture have suggested a number
of possible elementary units, such as the metamer and
growth unit [16, 87]. A metamer is defined as an internode with axillary bud(s) and leaf (leaves) in its upper end,
but without any shoots resulting from growth of the axillary buds [16]. A computational simplification of a
metamer has been presented Rey et al. [86]. A growth
unit, initially called a unit of extension by Hallé et al.
[34], is the part of the shoot resulting from uninterrupted
extension growth. Room et al. [87] describe it as “extension of the contents of a previously dormant apical bud
followed by growth of neoformed leaves (if any) and formation of a new, dormant, apical bud”. An axis, “a
sequence of growth units in the same general direction
from one (monopodial) or more (sympodial) meristems”
[87], is another morphological unit of interest in tree
modeling.
Our proposal for the above-ground IEU of broadleaved trees is morphologically a metamer as defined by
Caraglio and Barthélémy [16] (figure 2). The internode is
composed of bark, sapwood and heartwood. The structural changes of the internode from poorly differentiated
young tissue to sapwood and heartwood should be taken
into account when modeling the aging of the IEU.
Further, we propose to use a growth unit rather than a
metamer as the IEU for conifers, because of the small size
and consequent high density of the needles (figure 2).
Axillary buds are seldom formed with each needle, especially in Pinus spp. [16]. For example, in the LIGNUM
model of Scots pine [78, 79], the construction that corre-

Figure 2. An idealized above-ground elementary unit (IEU) for
a broad-leaved tree (on the right) and for a coniferous tree (on
the left). The deciduous IEU contains a woody part with bark
(BL), sapwood (S), and heartwood (H). It also has leaves (F),
and buds (B). The coniferous IEU contains a woody part (with
bark (BL), sapwood (S) and heartwood (H)) that is surrounded
by a cylinder of needles (F) and has buds (B) at the end.
Dependeding on the age of the IEU the buds can be missing.
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Figure 3. An idealized elementary unit (IEU) for functionalstructural root modeling. It contains bark (BL), sapwood (S),
heartwood (H), fine roots (FR), root hairs (RH), and nodules
(N).

sponds to our definition of IEU, is the stem segment
including branching point and axillary buds at the upper
end. The tree segment is composed of heartwood, sapwood, bark and the foliage cylinder surrounding the segment (figure 2). Thus, the geometry of the needles is
taken into account by determining the width of the cylinder the needles form around the axis.
Following the shoot metamer analogy, we can define
an IEU for woody transport roots as an internode between
two branching events, or between a branching event and
a root tip (figure 3). As is the case for the above-ground
internode, the IEU of the transport roots consists of bark,
sapwood and heartwood. The fine roots can be modeled
as IEUs that terminate at the root tip. Most of them are
short-lived, non-woody roots, which absorb soil nutrients
and water, but some of the fine roots live longer and are
converted into transport roots or, in the case of N2-fixing
legume or actinorrhizal trees, into symbiotic nodules.
This is analogous to the above-ground IEU meristems
that can differentiate into either vegetative shoots or
flowers, or even within an IEU into leaves or flowers,
depending on intrinsic (e.g. meristem age) or external
(e.g. day length) factors [3].
The results of physiological research can be linked
with the FSM consisting of IEUs in a natural fashion. For
example, the gas exchange of each leaf or growth segment can be estimated as a function of the micro environment of the IEU, and the results can summed up over
the whole tree to estimate gas exchange at the tree level
[40, 71, 78, 82]. Also the aging-associated changes [70]
are easy to take into account. Depending on the objectives
of the FSM, a biochemically based CO2 exchange model
[e.g. 14] or a model combining CO2 and H2O exchange
[6, 57] can be applied. Alternatively, approaches that utilize the leaf density distribution and light attenuation in a
clumped or turbid medium can be also used because, as
the spatial positions of the IEUs are known, the necessary
distribution functions can be assessed. In addition to
photosynthesis, a number of other processes (e.g.
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transpiration) are involved in resource capture. Depending
on the desired level of detail in the model, their effects can
be incorporated an analogous fashion into the IEUs.
Nutrient-uptake models that utilize 2 or 3 D root architecture have also been designed (cf. Sect. 2.1.3 and this
volume). The uptake of nutrients and water by a root IEU
can be treated in an analogous manner to gas exchange in
the above-ground parts: the local environment of the IEU
and its state affect the uptake processes. An additional
factor in below-ground modeling is the necessity to
describe the soil heterogeneity and the influence of mycorrhizas on the description of the 3D distribution of the
actual absorbing surface.
Resource capture may depend, not only on the local
climate of the capturing organ, but also on its position
within the tree. The latter response can vary depending on
the functioning of the whole tree [87, 90]. Such effects
can be incorporated into the FSMs in a straightforward
way, since the FSMs contain accurate information about
both the detailed structure and the state of the whole tree.

3.2. Modeling the distribution of growth
in the FSMs
3.2.1 Mechanisms influencing the distribution
of growth
The distribution of growth involves both the transport
of substances from sources to sinks, and the utilization of
the resources at the sinks. Transpiration and photosynthesis are the main driving forces for material transport at the
tree level [18, 77]. The cohesion-adhesion theory [113]
and the Münch theorem [99] describe the water and sugar
flow phenomena. However, there are a number of
processes that complicate the relatively clear picture
given by these theories. The controlling mechanisms of
sink strength (i.e. meristem activity) are poorly known.
Successful tree development seems to presuppose that
only a few specific buds grow and the rest either become
dormant or abort [98]. The local environment also controls the development; light quality influences the number
of buds and shoot extension [4], and it has been shown
that the fine roots tend to grow towards nutrient rich
microsites in the soil [111]. Secondary growth starts
when the dormant buds start developing. Matching the
nitrogen and carbon flows at the plant level is one of the
key determinants directing plant development [101].
However, there is strong evidence that growth is
controlled more by the sink strength than by the resource
supply [2, 89]. Nitrogen availability is postulated to
determine the meristem size and to influence, through
this, the following year’s growth [Millthorpe, this vol-

ume]. The signal that has been proposed to control nodulation and nitrogenase activity in N2-fixing legumes in the
absence of serious C limitation is the concentration of
reduced N in the phloem flow entering the roots [76].
Whichever is the real mechanism, it is clear that they are
all connected with the interaction between factors that
influence the development of the transport capacity and
the resulting material transport within the tree.
The distribution of growth that results from sourcesink relationships, material transport and tree-level control mechanisms can be technically incorporated into
FSMs in a fairly straightforward manner. However, it is
clear that so far our biological understanding of the
processes involved has not supported very well this level
of modeling. Therefore many less mechanistic approaches have been suggested for modeling the distribution of
growth. They are usually based on establishing some sort
of structural principle that applies to the whole tree. In the
next sections we review these principles, as well as some
mechanistic models for the distribution of growth. We
also show how a structural principle (the pipe model theory) can be used to derive the distribution of growth in a
FSM.
3.2.2 Descriptive allometry
Descriptive allometric [60] models assume predetermined ratios between the growth rates or relative growth
rates of the organs. These ratios can change depending on
the position of the trees in the stand [36] or on the developmental stage or age of the stand [64]. The models provide a simple description of the dry-matter distribution
and are therefore easily incorporated into production
models. However, they do not explain growth processes,
and remain entirely empirical. Their use is limited by the
sparse data on allocation in trees, as well as by the large
variability in allocation depending on the environmental
conditions or the size and age of the trees [15, 72, 91].
3.2.3 Allometric relationships
The biomass allocation between tree parts can be
derived from the assumption that certain allometric relationships exist between the different parts of trees.
Generally it has been assumed that the size of one plant
part can be expressed in terms of size of the another part
[50]. When using the biomasses, the relationship
(between parts i and j) can be expressed as
Wi = a Wjb
where W stands for the biomass of the compartment, and
a and b are empirical constants. If it is assumed that the
allometric relationships remain unchanged over time or
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that the change is known, then it is possible to derive the
distribution of total photosynthetic production to the different biomass compartments after first subtracting the
respiration [95]. This general method thus relies on the
relative sizes of different components, which have to be
empirically determined. On the other hand, it is not clear
how constant the relationships between different parts
actually are and how they are affected by different environmental conditions [24, 29, 53]. The positive aspects
are that the model structures can be made rather simple
and that, using this approach, a relatively high proportion
of the internal dynamics of forest stands can be described
[95].
3.2.4 Functional equilibrium and optimization
Brouwer [11] introduced the concept of “functional
equilibrium” between shoot and root growth. This concept emerged from the fact that the shoots are subordinated to the roots for their water and nutrient supply and,
conversely, the roots depend on the leaves for their carbohydrate supply. It was thus assumed that a state of
equilibrium exists between these two compartments.
Based on this concept, [12, 109] models were developed
in which partitioning coefficients between the shoot and
roots are related to the functional equilibrium for water
and carbon or carbon and nitrogen.
In a similar way, teleonomic or optimality methods
have also been applied to allocation [56, 94], a specific
function of the plant being maximized with respect to an
allocation coefficient [103]. Teleonomy refers to “objects
endowed with a purpose or project” [66], for instance the
optimization of the relative growth rate permitted by the
maintenance of the root/shoot equilibrium. In this
approach the specific activities of the root and shoot regulate the partitioning of assimilates. The specific activities of the shoot and the root are largely controlled by the
environmental conditions in which they grow. Thus, the
optimization and functional balance seems to be well
suited to describing or predicting partitioning in relation
to changes in resource acquisition (incident radiation for
photosynthesis, availability of nutrients). They may be,
however, less suitable for managing the allocation to
those organs which are not participating in the capture of
the resources, i.e. flowers, fruits, or some parts of the root
system.
3.2.5 Transport/conversion model
Thornley [101, 104] proposed the a mechanistic transport/conversion model for shoot/root partitioning in relation to the availability of carbon and nitrogen. In this
approach, carbon and nitrogen substrates enter the plant
through uptake processes, plant compartments are con-
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nected via transport pathways, and substrates are used for
the growth of structural dry matter. Transport is proportional to concentration difference. The relative growth
rates of the compartments depend on the concentrations
of the substrates. Since Thornley’s initial work, the
approach has been improved by dividing the biomass into
functional and structural compartments [39]. A typical
application of the approach is the description of dry matter partitioning between the shoots and roots of plants and
perhaps their different biomass compartments. More
recently, the model has been extended to the growth of
forest stands [102] and the formation of tree stem form
[18]. Rigorous estimation of the parameters of the model
requires an evaluation of both the resistance to transport
in the vascular system, and of the pools of carbon and
nitrogen. However, this is very time-consuming to do in
practice. On the other hand, transport resistance and other
parameters lend themselves to indirect estimation, which
makes the application of the model easier. As discussed
earlier, the actual transport process is much more complicated than that based simply on concentration differences.
Also, the evidence seems to indicate that the sink strength
is highly influenced by hormonal signals that further
complicates the approach. From a theoretical view point,
however, the transport resistance model reproduces the
main features of partitioning and permits testing and
improvement of the mechanistic assumptions [104].
3.2.6 Source-sink relationships
The source-sink approach considers the outcome of the
partitioning of resources as the interaction between compartments [e.g. 21]. According to this, the flow between
two elements (sink and source) is proportional to
(sink strength) * (source strength) * (distance factor),
where the distance factor is a function that decreases with
increasing distance. Unlike transport/conversion
approach that is based on mechanisms [101], the sourcesink approach has no mechanistic basis but it is only a
plausible description of transport. On the other hand, the
parameters of the source-sink model can be fitted with the
aid of measurements, and it can be applied in conditions
that are similar to those under which the measurements
were made.
Models with potential demand functions assume that
biomass allocation is primarily regulated by the potential
growth rates of the sink organs. The sink strength is
defined as the potential capacity of a sink to accumulate
assimilates. This potential capacity, or potential demand,
can be quantified by means of the potential growth rate of
a sink, i.e. the growth rate under conditions of non-limiting assimilate supply. The potential growth rate may
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change with temperature or the developmental stage of a
sink. The availability of assimilates is assumed to have no
direct effect on the simulated dry matter distribution, but
it can have indirect influences via its effects on the initiation and abortion of sinks. Like in the case of sourcesink approach, the main advantage of this type of model
lies in the fact that it does not require specific knowledge
of transport patterns, and carbon in different pools. It has
given some promising results for tomato [42] and kiwi
fruit [13]. However, these models have not yet been thoroughly validated. The main difficulty is to evaluate the
potential growth rate of the different sinks.
3.2.7 Pipe model theory
A Pipe model is one of the most commonly used
method to distribute resources between foliage and
woody structures in PBMs [37, 55, 69, 78, 106]. The pipe
model theory was initially proposed as a purely morphological model [93]. In its original form, it pictures a tree
as consisting of unit pipes that connect each foliage element to the functional roots [93]. Pipes that end before
the living crown become disused and form the heartwood
[43, 93]. This theory predicts a linear relationship
between foliage mass or area and the sapwood cross-sectional area below the crown (the slope of the relationship
is called the Huber value in stem hydraulics) [37]. Both
supporting and non-supporting evidence for the linear
relationship between foliage quantity and sapwood area
have been found in numerous studies [1, 7, 8, 24, 38, 43,
44, 53, 108]. Only a few studies on the actual dynamics
between foliage area and sapwood area development
have been published, but in these studies a linear relationship has been observed [69]. The overall conclusion
from the empirical work is that, for some species, the pipe
model is a very good approximate description of the relationship between foliage and wood growth. Despite this,
there are also species for which it is does not hold.
A more general functional interpretation of the pipe
model could be that, for its mechanical and physiological
support, the foliage requires an infrastructure consisting
of functional units. The amount of these units in any
cross-section should be proportional a) to the amount of
foliage above the point, and b) the structure of these units.
This formulation easily lends itself to studying such problems as: how high a proportion of growth can be invested
in the growth of a specific new (distal) element, and how
much growth is required for the supporting pathway from
the root to this particular element. With this approach we
would also be able to consider the mechanical requirements of woody growth, which is another frequently used
theory [110]. A simplification of the above formulation
would be the traditional pipe model in which is stated that
there is a constant ratio of foliage area or mass to the

amount of functional wood area in the branches, stem and
transport roots located below it.
3.2.8 Fractal geometry and scaling
Many branching systems that include shoot and root
systems often exhibit a fractal nature. This means that a
small portion of the system is an exact replica of it as a
whole [58]. The form of an entire branching system is the
result of the replicated iteration of elementary units [9].
Because of the iterative nature of the modular growth, the
shoot and root systems contain nested similarity and
hence lend themselves to modeling as fractals. In many
cases, however, such complex objects as shoot or root
systems cannot be presented by a single fractal. Hence,
self affinity and multifractals are probably better suited
for useful, simple descriptors that integrate much of the
complex architecture of the plant. Self affinity defines an
object that has similar form over a range of scale.
Multifractals [58, 59] refer to objects whose variation of
fractal dimensions depends on the nature of the processes
or parameters that regulate their formation [107]. In cases
where a fractal analysis does not show simple scaling
properties, the observed complexity can be due to fundamentally different processes operating on different scales
[9, 74].
Fractal investigations of plant systems can be classified into two types. Firstly, the analysis of the fractal
geometry of actual branching systems in order to explore
how fractal dimensions [112] vary between species,
through ontogeny, in response to environmental stresses
in relation to the size of the plant system and branching
structure. Secondly, approaches based on topological
scaling, i.e. scale independence of branching rules that
are more appropriate to explore the processes of development i.e. module iteration within the plant [26]. The variations in scaling properties observed between topological
orders may correspond to different functional components of plant branching systems [9]. Fractal geometry
may therefore provide useful analytical tools for studies
on tree structure and functions. The use of fractal geometry linked with pipe-model theory may be well suited to
predict the distribution of dry matter within the root links,
on the basis of easily measurable parameters such as tree
stem diameter or the proximal root diameters for roots
[67].
3.2.9 Examples of allocation of growth in FSMs
When any of the reviewed approaches to distribution
of growth is applied in a FSM, it must be adapted to presenting of the tree as a collection of elementary units. The
amount of work it requires varies among the approaches.
In this subsection we analyze a few approaches.
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The transport/resistance approach [101] can be applied
to any number of tree parts [cf. 102] since it does not
make any assumptions about the size of the tree parts it is
dealing with. It is thus readily applicable in the FSMs.
The transport/resistance approach requires that differential or difference equations for rates of transport between
the elements and consumption in the elements are stipulated. In the case of a branched tree crown consisting of a
large number of IEUs, the numerical solution of the
model may prove difficult [28]. The time step has to be
very short in order to prevent numerical instability. As a
result, the model may be computationally heavy. The use
of specialized numerical methods or advanced mathematical means, e.g. partial differential equations [18], is one
way of remedying the computational problems. One possible restriction to the use of the transport/resistance
approach at the moment is that signals other than the
resource concentration are most likely controlling the
sink strength (cf. 3.2.1).
Like the transport/resistance approach, the source-sink
approach (3.2.6) can be readily applied to FSMs [21]. The
flow between two elements (sink and source) is proportional to their activities and mutual distance (3.2.6).
Calculations based on such relationships are rather
straightforward to apply in a tree consisting of elementary
units: the potential sink or source strength can be modeled
as an attribute of each IEU. One complicating factor is
that it requires pairwise comparisons of the units, and
hence makes the model potentially computationally
intense. As the source-sink model must be fitted using
measurements, it can be reliably applied only in similar
conditions. It is thus comparable with approaches that use
a structural principle (e.g. allometric relationships), the
parameters of which are usually found empirically.
When the tree structure is described with the aid of a
structural principle that applies to the tree as a whole (like
allometric equations or pipe model), the principle has to
be translated to the level of the elementary unit. How this
is accomplished depends on the principle and the FSM.
We give an example by showing how the pipe model is
applied in the Lignum model [78, 96]. The pipe model
has been transformed into two main assumptions:
1) Wood growth in the most distal units is proportional to
foliage growth and, since the foliage units are thought to
be connected to roots by unit pipes, (see 3.2.7), it is
assumed that 2) the cross-sectional area of the sapwood in
an elementary unit connecting to units above is equal to
the sum of cross-sectional areas of the units above
(figure 4). Once the growth of foliage in the distal units is
known, assumptions 1 and 2 make it possible to calculate
the thickness growth all the way down to the base of the
model tree. The cross-sectional area of sapwood is thus
summed up downwards from the branch tips to the base

Figure 4. Illustration of the application of the pipe model theory at the elementary unit level in Lignum model [78] (woody
part with bark is shown, sapwood is indicated with light grey
color). It is assumed that, after every growth cycle, the crosssectional area of the sapwood (A0) in a elementary unit
connecting to the units above is equal to the sum of the crosssectional areas of the units above (A1 + A2 + A3). The amount of
pre-existing sapwood and heartwood formation affect the crosssectional areas of sapwood in the elementary units.

of the tree. The amount of pre-existing sapwood and
heartwood formation are included in these calculations,
thus making it possible to analyze the effects of physiological processes in the woody part on tree growth [78,
96].

4. DISCUSSION
We have analyzed the FSMs from the starting point
that they contain features of both morphological models
and the PBMs. The morphological models build on the
research carried out on the regularities of plant form and
emphasize the modularity of trees. The PBMs concentrate
mainly on the driving processes behind the growth of
trees, i.e. the material exchange between plant and its
environment. A key component of these models is therefore the distribution of resources between tree organs. We
have assumed that the importance of the distribution of
growth carries over from the PBMs to the FSMs, and
have given weight to it in our analysis. In the following
sections we discuss matters of importance with regard to
the FSMs.
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4.1. Computational requirements
The computer program implementing a FSM has to be
able to deal with a potentially large number of elementary
units that constitute the model tree. The model may
involve components that are based on complicated mathematical calculations. If the model requires unit-to-unit
interactions, the program can become computationally
intense. Appropriate mathematical methods can be used
to avoid too complex programs. As the FSM can be
implemented as a computer program in various ways,
suitable data structures and algorithms can be of prime
importance for program speed and expandability.
Computational problems may arise for example if:
1. The implementation of the model requires pairwise
comparison of all the units of the model tree. In this
type of problem the time complexity2 is proportional to
the second power of the number of the units; we
observe that doubling the number of units makes the
running time fourfold. This situation may arise e.g.
when the radiation extinction is treated as a geometrical problem [79];
2. The material transport is modeled using partial differential equations as, e.g. for the water flow in 3D tree
crowns [28]. The natural form of discretization for the
model tree is in terms of the elementary units.
However, it is often the case that this discretization is
too coarse for numerical methods, and it must be
refined in order to increase accuracy. It is estimated
that the computational complexity of solving a partial
differential equation of one variable is maximally proportional to the third power of the number of points in
the discretization. The number of points in discretization is generally equal to or greater than the number of
elementary units in the tree. Thus, in the worst case,
doubling the number of elementary units gives us a
factor of eight in operations;
3. The processes vary in scale, say, that one model has to
include the photosynthesis in the leaves and the growth
over many years. It would be prohibitively expensive
to use the resolution required by photosynthesis in
every part of the model. The only way to overcome
these difficulties is to employ different approaches
whenever appropriate, and to simplify the interfaces
between the submodels both from the point of view of
materials and processes. The overall level of complexity can be brought to manageable levels in this manner.
The reduction of complexity has been successfully
achieved for example in nuclear power plant simula2 The time complexity can be thought of as the number of instructions (or program steps) the program requires on an idealized computer.

tion. The very small-scale problem of neutron-transport within the reactor core is glued to the macroscopic scale of the primary and secondary circuits [5]. The
same idea can be applied in the FSMs, thus arranging
the processes hierarchically and utilizing different time
and space resolutions for different processes.
The above points show that computational problems are
always looming around the corner when a FSM is used.
The running time of the program may increase proportional to the second or third power of the number of elementary units. It is thus not possible in principle to deal
with deliberately large trees (i.e. deliberately many units)
using a FSM. What is the practical upper limit of units
depends on the FSM. This limit is affected by the number
of processes being considered, the time resolution of the
model, and the chosen mathematical methods and algorithms. For example, the Lignum model [79] employs an
accurate calculation of radiation in the tree crown, which
leads to pairwise comparisons of the units and thus to
computational complexity proportional to the second
power of the number of the units. It has turned out that the
maximum number of units which can be treated is 10000
when the program is run on a modern computer. This discussion shows that, whenever possible one should always
stick to linear algorithms. By limiting the number of
details that can be incorporated into FSMs, the computational limitations also impose constraints on the biological complexity that can be described with these models.

4.2 Challenges and tasks of the FSMs
We have identified some aspects that still present
major challenges for functional-structural modeling. We
have also marked down some applications in which we
think FSMs will be successful in the near future.
We do not have a clear picture of all the mechanisms
that influence the transport and growth processes.
Consequently, up to now, the distribution of growth is not
described mechanistically in any of the models. In most of
the cases even the material balances are not considered. A
large number of compounds are involved in transport
processes. Some of them are present in such small concentrations that they are difficult to measure [99].
Therefore both the empirical basis of a mechanistic model
that is based on treating the main compounds and its testing possibilities are poor. It thus seems that a mechanistic, multisubstrate model that could be applied in the
complex 3D structure of FSMs is difficult to realize at the
moment. On the other hand, the lack of methods for quantitative estimation of the role of different processes in the
growth control may have hindered our ability for
meaningful experimentation. A FSM may well serve as a
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test-bench for different hypotheses for tree level control,
and guide experiments aimed at elucidating the role of
various processes in the behavior of whole tree.
Modeling the root/mycorrhiza system poses a great
challenge. To make progress, researchers will have to
consider the hydraulic architecture of the root system [22]
in order to be able to improve root water-uptake patterns
with respect to the heterogeneous distribution of the water
potential within the root system. Another important topic
concerns the resolution of below-ground competition at
the level of growing stands. Existing models are still partial, focussing mainly on physical soil transport processes
(cf. [75]), rather than simulating transport on the basis of
root properties, such as age, geometry, and spatial and
temporal variations in root hydraulic resistance.
The complex and only partially known dynamic interaction between the populations of soil mycorrhizas and
the root functions and architecture development probably
poses as great a challenge for FSM modeling as the mechanistic description of the distribution of growth. In that
case too, the modeling is heavily dependent on advances
in this research field. The relatively well-known and
structurally simple rhizobial or Frankia symbioses do
not, as such, pose major problems in FSM development,
but they strongly affect the carbon and nitrogen flows
within a tree, and add an active C sink and N source for
biomass allocation. The much less known cyanobacterial
N2-fixing symbioses may pose important challenges for
FSM as the research in this field advances. However, 3D
modeling of the below-ground compartment of trees may
also facilitate new forms of experimentation and analysis
of the results.
FSMs require large amounts of data for initialization
and parameter values. This fact, combined with the computational complexity, suggests that the FSMs may not be
particularly suitable for large-scale problems, covering
large forest stands or forested areas. In contrast, the value
of FSMs versus more aggregated models may lie in the
fact that they can produce theoretically justified responses of single plants or groups of plants to different environmental conditions.
Evaluating the benefits and constraints of FSMs on the
basis of the points presented above, we suggest that they
may be successful in the study of the following phenomena and issues of tree growth:
– Effect of spatial heterogeneity on early development of
trees;
– Competition with surrounding vegetation;
– Growth of trees in a mixed species stand and understory seedling growth;
– Tree-herbivory interaction;
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– Effects of tree pruning;
– Development of wood quality;
– In the search for tree ideotype;
– Scientific visualization of tree growth processes, especially in the context of teaching.
While the mechanistic bases for growth modeling are still
open, the FSM approach facilitates at least an accurate
phenomenological description of tree development. The
success of morphological models in representing tree
architecture shows that it is possible to capture the growth
rules at that level. Linking bud differentiation and shoot
growth with the local environment and position within
the crown, and connecting this with a suitable distribution
key such as the pipe model, gives us an useful tool for
describing the structural dynamics of trees. It opens possibilities to predict tree growth and development at a new
level of detail.
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